There are significant changes occurring in the Corporate world, not least the requirement for listed companies to report their carbon emissions. The introduction of a legal framework for Corporate Governance for carbon reporting is a precursor to the introduction of Domestic and International Carbon Taxation and Trading.

The need for continued organizational growth, the persistent increases in utility and other fuel costs, means that organisations need to reduce their expenditure on carbon related expenditure.

Our “Managed Service” allows organisations to invest in the strategic management of their carbon emissions including the reduction of their Green House Gas emissions, through the measurement and reporting of all seven Kyoto Green House Gas emissions.

Greener Gateway’s qualified professionals, which include Carbon Accountants, Auditors, Engineers’ and Environmental Consultants work with your organization to effectively collect, analyse and report asset emissions in accordance with IPCC, DEFRA, CRC, Carbon Trust requirements, providing you with an independent and objective view of your carbon consumption.

Our team of qualified professionals make recommendations for carbon reduction strategies and are able to identify suitable products, training and development which can have a real impact on reducing your Green House Gas emissions.

Carbon Asset Management empowers organisations to:

- Governance framework for carbon accounting
- Supports carbon mitigation strategies
- Globally compatible emissions reporting
- ISO14064 compliant
- Banking level data security
- Consistent and transparent reporting

Carbon Asset Management ‘CAM’

A global platform for online carbon Accounting and Legal Compliance. A complete ‘managed service’ solution for the measurement, management and reporting of Green House Gas emissions, waste, water and Corporate and Social Responsibility, encompassing Country specific emissions factors and reporting methodologies for multiple assets, geographically dispersed.

A one-stop shop for carbon reporting

“In passionate pursuit of Carbon reduction”

A one-stop shop for carbon reporting

“...have a real impact on reducing your Green House Gas emissions.”
Managed Services
Our managed services take the guesswork out of carbon reporting:

- Multiple asset, multiple location data collection
- Low risk high confidence levels for data collection and processing
- Automated data verification and auditing

Interactive Carbon Dashboard
Any day, any time, anywhere, 24/7/365 days a year access from anywhere in the world. Our clients have total access:

Access achieved through:

- Office based PC or laptop
- Internet enabled mobile devices
  - Phone
  - Tablet
  - Laptop

Measure, monitor and report
Our managed service provides bespoke reporting at a frequency that suits you the client:

- Monthly
- Quarterly
- Bi-annually
- Annually

Our global reporting platform facilitates in-depth analysis including:

- Emissions Quantity Vs Costs Analysis
- Asset/individuals carbon performance Analysis
- Forecasting emission and costs
- Forecasting potential emissions tax liability

Reporting by:
- Employee
- Product
- Vehicle
- Building Cost Centre
- Facility
- Geographical Location
- Region
- City
- Post Code

Our managed service provides a Corporate Governance framework, which ensures compliance, whatever, the reporting framework:

- Carbon Trust Standard
- Carbon Disclosure Project
- Carbon Reduction Commitment – Energy Efficiently Scheme

Greener Gateway LTD
Passionate about carbon reduction
Greener Gateway LTD is owned and operated by carbon professionals, with 30 years combined experience in renewables, engineering, accounting, auditing, environmental consultancy and project management. We work in partnership with you to improve your business performance. For more information please call: UK: +44 (0) 208 123 7470 USA: +1 646 845 9260. e mail: sales@greenergateway.com

www.greenergateway.com